In this paper, we analyze the toggle group on the set of antichains of a poset. Toggle groups, generated by simple involutions, were first introduced by Cameron and FonDer-Flaass for order ideals of posets. Recently Striker has motivated the study of toggle groups on general families of subsets, including antichains. This paper expands on this work by examining the relationship between the toggle groups of antichains and order ideals, constructing an explicit isomorphism between the two groups (for a finite poset). We also focus on the rowmotion action that has been well-studied in dynamical algebraic combinatorics, describing it as the composition of antichain toggles. We also describe a piecewise-linear analogue of toggling to the Stanley's chain polytope. We examine the connections with the piecewise-linear toggling Einstein and Propp introduced for order polytopes and prove that almost all of our results for antichain toggles extend to the piecewise-linear setting.
In [CF95] , Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass defined a group (now called the toggle group) consisting of permutations on the set J (P ) of order ideals of a poset P . This group is generated by #P simple maps called toggles that each correspond to an element of the poset. The toggle corresponding to e ∈ P adds or removes e from the order ideal if the resulting set is still an order ideal, and otherwise does nothing. While each individual toggle has order 2, the composition of toggles can mix up J (P ) in a way that is difficult to describe in general. In fact, Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass proved that on any finite connected poset, the toggle group is either the symmetric or alternating group on J (P ).
More recently, Striker has noted that there is nothing significant about order ideals of a poset in the definition of the toggle group. For any sets E and L ⊆ 2 E , we can define a toggle group corresponding to L. Striker has studied the behavior of the toggle group on various sets of combinatorial interest, including many subsets of posets: chains, antichains, and interval-closed sets [Str18] .
In Section 2, we analyze the toggle group for the set A(P ) of antichains of a finite poset P ; this set is in bijection with the set of order ideals of P . Striker proved that like the classical toggle group on order ideals, the antichain toggle group of a finite connected poset is always either the symmetric or alternating group on A(P ). We take this work further and describe the relation between antichain toggles and order ideal toggles (Theorems 2.15 and 2.19). In particular, we obtain an explicit isomorphism between the toggle groups of antichains and order ideals of P .
Throughout the paper, we also focus on a map first studied by Brouwer and Schrijver [BS74] as a map on antichains. It is named rowmotion in [SW12] , though it has various names in the literature. Rowmotion can be defined as a map on order ideals, order filters, or antichains, as it is the composition of three maps between these sets.
For specific posets, rowmotion has been shown to exhibit nice behavior, which is why it has been of significant interest. In general, the order of rowmotion is unpredictable, but for many posets it is known to be small. Also, rowmotion has been shown to exhibit various phenomena recently introduced into dynamical algebraic combinatorics. One of these is the homomesy phenomenon, introduced by Propp and Roby in [PR15] , in which a statistic on a set (e.g. cardinality) has the same average across every orbit. In fact, one of the earliest examples of homomesy is the conjecture of Panyushev [Pan09] proven by Armstrong, Stump, and Thomas [AST13] that cardinality is homomesic under antichain rowmotion on positive root posets of Weyl groups. Striker proved a "toggleability" statistic to be homomesic under rowmotion on any finite poset [Str15] . Other homomesic statistics have been discovered on many posets, including on products of chains, minuscule posets, and zigzag posets [PR15, Vor17, Rob16, Had16, RW15, JR18] . Other phenomena discovered for rowmotion on various posets include Reiner, Stanton, and White's cyclic sieving phenomenon [RSW04, Sag11, RSW14] and Dilks, Pechenik, and Striker's resonance phenomenon [DPS17] .
Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass showed that rowmotion on J (P ) can also be expressed as the composition of every toggle, each used exactly once, in an order specified by a linear extension [CF95] . Having multiple ways to express rowmotion has proven to be fruitful in studying the action on various posets; for this reason rowmotion has received far more attention as a map on order ideals as opposed to antichains. In Subsection 2.4, we show that antichain rowmotion can also be expressed as the composition of every toggle, each used exactly once, in a specified order (Proposition 2.24). This gives another tool to studying rowmotion. In [JR18] , Roby and the author proved results for rowmotion on zigzag posets by first analyzing toggles for independent sets of path graphs (which are the antichains of zigzag posets in disguise) and then translating them back to the language of order ideals.
In Subsection 2.5, we discuss antichain toggles on graded posets. As has already been studied for order ideals [SW12] , we can apply antichain toggles for an entire rank at once in a graded poset. We detail the relation between rank toggles for order ideals and antichains. Furthermore, we delve into a natural analogue of gyration to the toggle group of antichains. Gyration is an action defined by Striker [Str15] within the toggle group of a graded poset, which is named due to its connection to an action Wieland also called gyration on alternating sign matrices [Wie00] .
Then in Section 3 we explore a generalization to the piecewise-linear setting. There we define toggles as continuous maps on the chain polytope of a poset, defined by Stanley [Sta86] . These correspond to antichain toggles when restricted to the vertices. This follows work of Einstein and Propp [EP18] who generalized the notion of toggles from order ideals to the order polytope of a poset, also defined by Stanley . Surprisingly, many properties of rowmotion on order ideals also extend to the order polytope, and we show here that the same is true between antichain toggles and chain polytope toggles. The main results of this section are Theorems 3.19 and 3.21.
As one would likely expect, some properties of antichain toggles extend to the chain polytope while others do not. In Subsection 3.5, we give concrete examples as we consider chain polytope toggles on zigzag posets. We demonstrate that while the main homomesy result of the author and Roby over toggling antichains of zigzag posets [JR18] does not extend to the chain polytope, a different homomesy result does extend. Despite numerous homomesy results in the literature for finite orbits, Theorem 3.27 is one of the few known results of an asymptotic generalization to orbits that are probably not always finite.
Our new results are in Subsections 2.4, 2.5, 3.4, and 3.5. Some directions for future research are discussed in Section 4. The other sections detail the necessary background material and framework as well as the notation we use, much of which varies between sources.
2. Toggle groups for order ideals and antichains 2.1. Poset terminology and notation. We assume the reader is familiar with elementary poset theory. Though we very minimally introduce and define the terms and notation used in the paper, any reader unfamiliar with posets should visit Stanley's text for a thorough introduction [Sta11, Ch. 3] . Definition 2.1. A partially ordered set (or poset for short) is a set P together with a binary relation '≤' on P that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive.
We use the notation x ≥ y to mean y ≤ x, x < y to mean "x ≤ y and x = y," and x > y to mean "x ≥ y and x = y."
Throughout this paper, let P denote a finite poset.
Definition 2.2. For x, y ∈ P , we say that x is covered by y (or equivalently y covers x), denoted x ⋖ y, if x < y and there does not exist z in P with x < z < y. The notation x ⋗ y means that y is covered by x. If either x ≤ y or y ≤ x, we say x and y are comparable.
Otherwise, x and y are incomparable, denoted x y.
For a finite poset, all relations can be formed by the cover relations and transitivity. We depict such posets by their Hasse diagrams, where each cover relation x ⋖ y is represented by placing y higher than x and connecting x and y with an edge.
2.2.
Order ideals, antichains, and rowmotion. In this subsection, we discuss an action that was first studied by Brouwer and Schrijver [BS74] and more recently by many others, particularly in [CF95, Pan09, SW12, PR15, Rob16] . This action has several names in the literature; we use the name "rowmotion" due to Striker and Williams [SW12] . Definition 2.3.
• An order ideal (resp. order filter) of P is a subset I ⊆ P such that if x ∈ I and y < x (resp. y > x) in P , then y ∈ I. We denote the sets of order ideals and order filters of P as J (P ) and F (P ) respectively.
• An antichain (resp. chain) of P is a subset S ⊆ P in which any two elements are incomparable (resp. comparable). The set of antichains of P is denoted A(P ).
• For a subset S ⊆ P , an element x ∈ S is a maximal (resp. minimal) element of S if S does not contain any y > x (resp. y < x).
Complementation is a natural bijection between J (P ) and F (P ). Let comp(S) denote the complement of a subset S ⊆ P . Also, any order ideal (resp. filter) is uniquely determined by its set of maximal (resp. minimal) elements, which is an antichain. Any antichain S of P generates an order ideal I(S) := {x ∈ P | x ≤ y, y ∈ S} whose set of maximal elements is S and an order filter F(S) := {x ∈ P | x ≥ y, y ∈ S} whose set of minimal elements is S. This gives natural bijections I : A(P ) → J (P ) and F : A(P ) → F (P ).
For an antichain S ∈ A(P ), we call I(A) the order ideal generated by A, and F(A) the order filter generated by A.
We compose the bijections from above to obtain maps from one of J (P ), A(P ), or F (P ) into itself.
Definition 2.4. For an antichain A ∈ A(P ), define Row A (A) to be the set of minimal elements of the complement of the order ideal generated by A. For an order ideal I ∈ J (P ), define Row J (I) to be the order ideal generated by the minimal elements of the complement of I. For an order filter F ∈ F (P ), define Row F (F ) to be the order filter generated by the maximal elements of the complement of F .
These maps can each be expressed as the composition of three maps as follows.
These bijections are all called rowmotion. We will focus primarily on Row A and Row J (since Row F : F (P ) → F (P ) is equivalent to Row J for the dual poset that swaps the '≤' and '≥' relations). There is a correspondence between the orbits under these two maps; each Row A -orbit O has a corresponding Row J -orbit consisting of the order ideals generated by the antichains in O, and vice versa. The following commutative diagram depicts this relation.
A(P )
Example 2.5. Consider the following poset P (which is the positive root poset Φ + (A 3 )).
Below we show an example of each of Row A acting on an antichain and Row J acting on an order ideal as their respective three step processes. In each, hollow circles represent elements of P not in the antichain, order ideal, or order filter. Notice that the order ideal we start with is generated by the antichain we begin with. After applying rowmotion to both, we get the order ideal generated by the antichain we obtain.
Row A :
Toggle group of J (P ). Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass showed that rowmotion on J (P ) can be expressed in terms of basic involutions called toggles. Before discussing our new results regarding antichain toggles in the later subsections, we cover some important well-known results about toggling order ideals.
Definition 2.6 ([CF95])
. Let e ∈ P . Then the order ideal toggle corresponding to e is the map t e : J (P ) → J (P ) defined by t e (I) =    I ∪ {e} if e ∈ I and I ∪ {e} ∈ J (P ), I \ {e} if e ∈ I and I \ {e} ∈ J (P ), I
otherwise.
We use the convention that a composition of maps (such as toggles) is performed right to left. Let Tog J (P ) denote the toggle group of J (P ), which is the group generated by the toggles {t e | e ∈ P }.
Informally, t e adds or removes e from the given order ideal I provided that still results in an order ideal, and otherwise does nothing. The following is clearly an equivalent description of the toggle t e so we include it without proof. Proposition 2.7. Let I ∈ J (P ) and e ∈ P . Then t e (I) =    I ∪ {e} if e is a minimal element of P \ I, I \ {e} if e is a maximal element of I, I
Proposition 2.8 ([CF95]
). Each toggle t x is an involution (i.e., t 2 x is the identity). Two toggles t x , t y commute if and only if neither x nor y covers the other.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ P . It is clear from the definition of t x that for any I ∈ J (P ), applying t x twice gives I. Thus, t z must be in any order ideal containing y, but cannot be in any order ideal that does not contain x. Thus, we cannot change whether or not x is in an order ideal and then do the same for y, or vice versa, without changing the status of z. So t x t y = t y t x .
Case 4: either x ⋖ y or y ⋖ x. Without loss of generality, assume x ⋖ y. Let I = {z ∈ P | z < y} which is an order ideal that has x as a maximal element. Then t x t y (I) = I ∪ {y} and t y t x (I) = I \ {x} so t x t y = t y t x . Definition 2.9. A sequence (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) containing all of the elements of a finite poset P exactly once is called a linear extension of P if it is order-preserving, that is, whenever x i < x j in P then i < j.
Proposition 2.10 ([CF95]
). Let (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be any linear extension of P . Then Row J = t x 1 t x 2 · · · t xn .
Proof. Let I ∈ J (P ) and T = t x 1 t x 2 · · · t xn . For any x < y, we apply t y before t x when applying T . If y is in P \ I but is not a minimal element of P \ I, then there exists some x ∈ P \ I such that x < y. Note that x is not in the order ideal at the time t y is applied because x ∈ I and the toggle t y comes before t x . So t y does not insert y into the order ideal. Now suppose y is a minimal element of P \ I. Then every element of P less than y is in I. The toggles for these elements below y have not been reached yet at the time we apply t y , so they are still in the order ideal. Thus, from Proposition 2.7, t y inserts y into the order ideal.
Let S be the antichain of minimal elements of P \ I. Consider x ∈ I. If x ∈ I(S), the order ideal generated by S, then some y ∈ S with y > x is in the order ideal when t x is applied, so x must remain in the order ideal. On the other hand, if x ∈ I(S), then x need not stay in the order ideal when t x is applied (as by the same logic, elements of I that are greater than x have been toggled out before t x is applied), so t x removes x from the order ideal.
Thus, T (I) is simply I(S), the order ideal generated by the minimal elements of P \ I.
This proposition describes that (for finite posets) Row J is the product of every toggle exactly once in an order determined by a linear extension. This has been particularly useful in examining rowmotion on certain posets due to the simple nature in which individual toggles act. Additionally, for the large class of "rowed-and-columned" posets, Striker and Williams prove that Row J is conjugate in Tog J (P ) to an action called "promotion" named for its connection with Schütznberger's promotion on linear extensions of posets [Sch72, SW12] . In fact, they show Row J is conjugate to a large family of generalized rowmotion and promotion maps defined in terms of rows and columns. As a result, the orbit structure and the homomesic property of certain types of statistics are preserved between promotion and rowmotion, so one can often use either rowmotion or promotion to study the other. This tactic has been utilized by, e.g., Propp and Roby [PR15] and Vorland [Vor17] in studying products of chain posets.
Example 2.11. For the poset of Example 2.5, as labeled below, (a, b, c, d, e, f ) gives a linear extension. We show the effect of applying t a t b t c t d t e t f to the order ideal considered in Example 2.5. In each step, we indicate the element whose toggle we apply next in red. Notice that the outcome is the same order ideal we obtained by the three step process, demonstrating Proposition 2.10. 2.4. Toggle group of A(P ). While toggling order ideals has received by far the most attention over the years since Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass introduced the concept in 1995, toggles can be defined for any family of subsets of a given set. In [Str18] , Striker defines toggle groups for general families of subsets. For a set E and set of "allowed subsets" L ⊆ 2 E , each e ∈ E has a corresponding toggle map which adds or removes e from any set in L provided the result is still in L and otherwise does nothing. In Tog J (P ), the set E is the poset P , while the set L of allowed subsets is J (P ).
Homomesy and other nice behavior have been discovered for actions in generalized toggle groups for noncrossing partitions [EFG + 16] as well as for subsets of an n-element set whose cardinality ranges between r and n−r [JPR] . Also, Roby and the author prove results about rowmotion on zigzag posets by analyzing toggles on independent sets of path graphs [JR18] , which are the same as antichains of zigzag posets; see Remark 2.23.
In this section, we examine the antichain toggle group Tog A (P ) where the set of allowed subsets is A(P ). Cameron and Fon-Der-Flaass proved that for a finite connected poset P (i.e., P has a connected Hasse diagram), Tog J (P ) is either the symmetric group S J (P ) or alternating group A J (P ) on J (P ) [CF95, Theorem 4]. Striker has analyzed antichain toggle groups in [Str18, §3.3], where it is likewise proven that for a finite connected poset P , Tog A (P ) is either the symmetric group S A(P ) or alternating group A A(P ) on A(P ). We expand on this work and will construct an explicit isomorphism between Tog J (P ) and Tog A (P ), ruling out the possibility that for a given poset, one of these groups is a symmetric group with the other being an alternating group.
The other key result of this section is Proposition 2.24 that, for a finite poset P , Row A is the product of every antichain toggle, each used exactly once in an order given by a linear extension (but the opposite order from that of Row J ). This provides another tool for analyzing rowmotion. Although Brouwer and Schrijver originally considered rowmotion as a map on antichains, rowmotion on order ideals has received far more attention due to its known description as a product of toggles.
Definition 2.12 ( [Str18] ). Let e ∈ P . Then the antichain toggle corresponding to e is the map τ e : A(P ) → A(P ) defined by
Let Tog A (P ) denote the toggle group of A(P ) generated by the toggles {τ e | e ∈ P }.
We use τ e for antichain toggles to distinguish them from the order ideal toggles t e . Unlike for order ideals, removing an element from an antichain always results in an antichain. This is why we have simplified the definition above so the second case is slightly different from that of t e . For any e, the toggle τ e is clearly an involution (as is any toggle defined using Striker's definition), using the same reasoning as for order ideal toggles. Proof. Let x, y ∈ P .
Case 1:
Case 2: x y. Then whether x is in an antichain has no effect on whether y can be in that antichain and vice versa. So τ x τ y = τ y τ x .
Case 3: x < y or y < x. Then Ø, {x}, {y} are all antichains of P , but not {x, y}. In this scenario t x t y (Ø) = {y} but t y t x (Ø) = {x}.
Definition 2.14. For e ∈ P , let e 1 , . . . , e k be the elements covered by e. Define t * e ∈ Tog A (P ) as t * e := τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k τ e τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k .
(If e is a minimal element of P , then k = 0 and so t * e = τ e .) Due to incomparability, all of the toggles τ e 1 , τ e 2 , . . . , τ e k commute with each other (but not with τ e ). Therefore, the definition of t * e is well-defined and does not depend on the order of e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k . For this reason, the toggles τ e 1 , τ e 2 , . . . , τ e k can be applied "simultaneously," so t * e is a conjugation of τ e by the product of all antichain toggles for the elements covered by e. As stated formally in the following theorem, applying t * e to an antichain A describes the effect that t e has on the order ideal I(A) generated by A.
Theorem 2.15. Let I ∈ J (P ), e ∈ P , and A = I −1 (I) be the antichain of maximal elements of I. Then the antichain I −1 (t e (I)) of maximal elements of t e (I) is t * e (A). That is, the following diagram commutes.
We include a proof of Theorem 2.15 now, but we will reprove it later as a restriction of Theorem 3.19.
Proof. We have four cases to consider. The four examples in Figure 1 correspond in order to the cases in this proof.
Case 1: e ∈ I and I \ {e} ∈ J (P ). Then t e (I) = I so we wish to show that t * e (A) = A. In this case e is not a maximal element of I so there exists a maximal element y ∈ I for which e < y. Then each e i < y for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Also y ∈ A so each of e 1 , . . . , e k , e is not in A and cannot be toggled in. So t * e (A) = A. Case 2: e ∈ I and I \ {e} ∈ J (P ). Then e is a maximal element of I so e ∈ A but no e i covered by e is. Clearly e is not a maximal element of t e (I) = I \ {e}. Any e i ⋖ e is a maximal element of t e (I) if and only if the only x > e i in I is x = e. Other than these, the maximal elements of t e (I) and I are the same.
Applying τ e 1 · · · τ e k to A does nothing because e ∈ A. Then applying τ e to A removes e from A. Then applying τ e 1 · · · τ e k to A \ {e} adds in any e i for which no y > e i is in A \ {e}. These are precisely the e i elements for which the only x > e i in I is x = e. Thus, t * e (A) is the set of maximal elements of t e (I).
Case 3: e ∈ I and I ∪ {e} ∈ J (P ). Then t e (I) = I so we wish to show that t * e (A) = A. In this case there exists some e i ⋖ e not in I, so in particular this case cannot happen when e is a minimal element of P . Fix such an e i . Then e i ∈ A. If there were y > e i in A, then y would be in I and thus e i would be in I, a contradiction. So no element greater than e i is in A.
Then when applying τ e 1 · · · τ e k to A, either e i gets toggled into the antichain or there is some x < e i < e that is in A. In either scenario, there exists an element less than e in τ e 1 · · · τ e k (A). So applying τ e leaves τ e 1 · · · τ e k (A) unchanged. Then applying τ e 1 · · · τ e k again undoes the effect of applying τ e 1 · · · τ e k in the first place. Thus, t * e (A) = A. Case 4: e ∈ I and I ∪ {e} ∈ J (P ). Then every e i is in I. Each e i is either a maximal element of I or less than some y = e in I. Also any element of A comparable with e must be one of e 1 , . . . , e k . So e is a maximal element of t e (I), while none of e 1 , . . . , e k are. Other than these, the maximal elements of I and t e (I) are identical. Thus, applying τ e 1 · · · τ e k to A removes any e i that is in A. However, it does not insert any e i that is not in A because such an element is less than some y ∈ A. Thus, τ e 1 · · · τ e k (A) contains no element that is comparable with e, so applying τ e adds e to the antichain. Since e is in τ e τ e 1 · · · τ e k (A), none of e 1 , . . . , e k can be added to it. So t * e (A) = A ∪ {e} \ {e 1 , . . . , e k }, exactly the set of maximal elements of t e (I).
Definition 2.16. Let S ⊆ P . Let η S := t x 1 t x 2 · · · t x k where (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k ) is a linear extension of the subposet {x ∈ P | x < y, y ∈ S}. (In the special case where every element of S is minimal in P , η S is the identity.) For e ∈ P , we write η e := η {e} .
Remark 2.17. Any two linear extensions of a poset differ by a sequence of swaps between adjacent incomparable elements [Eti84] . So η S is well-defined.
Definition 2.18. For e ∈ P , define τ * e ∈ Tog J (P ) as τ * e := η e t e η −1 e . Theorem 2.19. Let A ∈ A(P ), e ∈ P , and I = I(A) be the order ideal generated by A. Then the order ideal I(τ e (A)) generated by τ e (A) is τ * e (I). That is, the following diagram commutes.
Example 2.20. In the product of two chains poset
) . An illustration of Theorem 2.19 for an antichain of this poset is below.
To prove Theorem 2.19, we first need a lemma. The proof of Lemma 2.21 and Theorem 2.19 will both be purely at the group-theoretic level, using properties of Tog J (P ) and Tog A (P ) proved earlier in the paper, and not the definitions of toggles themselves. This will allow us to use the same proof in the generalization to the piecewise-linear setting after proving the analogue of Theorem 2.15 and commutativity of toggles. This will be Theorem 3.19. Proof. This claim is true by definition for i = 1 and we proceed inductively. Suppose it is true for some given i ≤ k − 1. Let
. . , x a be the elements that are both less than e i+1 and less than at least one of e 1 , . . . , e i , • y 1 , . . . , y b be the elements that are less than at least one of e 1 , . . . , e i but not less than e i+1 , • z 1 , . . . , z c be the elements that are less than e i+1 but not less than any of e 1 , . . . , e i .
Clearly, it is possible for one or more of the sets {x 1 , . . . , x a }, {y 1 , . . . , y b }, and {z 1 , . . . , z c } to be empty. For example, if b = 0, then the product y 1 · · · y b is just the identity.
Note than none of y 1 , . . . , y b are less than any of x 1 , . . . , x a because any element less than some x j is automatically less than e i+1 . By similar reasoning, none of z 1 , . . . , z c are less than any of x 1 , . . . , x a either. Also any pair y m , z n are incomparable, because y m ≤ z n would imply y m is less than some e j , while z n ≤ y m would imply z n < e i+1 . By transitivity and the pairwise incomparability of e 1 , . . . , e i+1 , each y m is incomparable with e i+1 , and each z m is incomparable with any of e 1 , . . . , e i .
We will pick the indices so that (x 1 , . . . x a ), (y 1 , . . . , y b ), and (z 1 , . . . , z c ) are linear extensions of the subposets {x 1 , . . . , x a }, {y 1 , . . . , y b }, and {z 1 , . . . , z c }, respectively. Then
• (x 1 , . . . , x a , y 1 , . . . , y b , z 1 , . . . , z c ) and (x 1 , . . . , x a , z 1 , . . . , z c , y 1 , . . . , y b ) are both linear extensions of p ∈ P | p < q, q ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e i+1 } .
Using the induction hypothesis,
where each commutation above is between toggles for pairwise incomparable elements.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.19.
Proof of Theorem 2.19. We use induction on e. If e is a minimal element of P , then τ * e = t e , so the diagram commutes by Theorem 2.15.
Now suppose e is not minimal. Let e 1 , . . . , e k be the elements of P covered by e, and suppose that the theorem is true for every e i . That is, for every antichain A with I = I(A), the order ideal generated by τ e i (A) is τ * e i (I From the definition of t * e , it follows that τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k t * e τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k = τ e . Then the order ideal generated by τ e (A) = τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k t * e τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k (A) is η {e 1 ,...,e k } t e 1 t e 2 · · · t e k η 
The toggles in the product η {e 1 ,...,e k } correspond to elements strictly less than e 1 , . . . , e k ; none of these cover nor are covered by e. Thus by Proposition 2.8, we can commute t e with η {e 1 ,...,e k } on the left side of (1) and then cancel η −1 {e 1 ,...,e k } η {e 1 ,...,e k } . Also, since e 1 , . . . , e k are pairwise incomparable, we can commute t e 1 , . . . , t e k . Thus the left side of (1) is η {e 1 ,...,e k } t e 1 t e 2 · · · t e k t e t e k · · · t e 2 t e 1 η −1 {e 1 ,...,e k } . Note that {x < e} = {x ∈ P | x < y, y ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e k }} ∪ {e 1 , . . . , e k } where the union is disjoint and that e 1 , . . . , e k are maximal elements of this set. Thus for any linear extension (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of {x ∈ P | x < y, y ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e k }}, a linear extension of {x < e} is (x 1 , . . . , x n , e 1 , . . . , e k ). So η {e 1 ,...,e k } t e 1 t e 2 · · · t e k = η e which means the left side of (1) is η e t e η −1 e = τ * e , same as the right side. The following is a corollary of Theorems 2.15 and 2.19.
Corollary 2.22. There is an isomorphism from Tog A (P ) to Tog J (P ) given by τ e → τ * e , with inverse given by t e → t * e . Remark 2.23. Striker has proven that toggle groups on many families of subsets are either symmetric or alternating groups, including independent sets of connected graphs [Str18, §3.6 ]. An independent set of a graph is a subset of the vertices, for which no two are connected by an edge. Antichains of P are the same as independent sets of the comparability graph of P , in which two elements are connected by an edge if they are comparable (different from the Hasse diagram that only includes cover relations). So any result that holds in general for toggling independent sets of graphs also does for toggling antichains 1 , but not necessarily vice versa, since it is straightforward to show that e.g. a cycle graph with five vertices is not the comparability graph for any poset.
The following proposition explains that we can state Row A by performing antichain toggles at every element, but in the opposite order as that of Row J in Proposition 2.10.
Proposition 2.24. Let (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be any linear extension of a finite poset P . Then
Like the proofs of Theorem 2.19 and Lemma 2.21, we could prove this proposition algebraically using Theorems 2.15 and 2.19, which is what we will do in Section 3 for the piecewise-linear generalization (Theorem 3.21). However, the following is a much more elegant proof.
Proof. Let A = {a 1 , . . . , a k } be an antichain. Recall that Row A (A) is the set of minimal elements of the complement of the order ideal generated by A. Let us consider what happens when we apply τ x i in the product τ xn · · · τ x 2 τ x 1 .
• If x i < a j ∈ A, then τ x i is performed before τ a j so τ x i cannot add x i to the antichain.
• If x i ∈ A, then τ x i removes x i from A.
• Otherwise, x i ∈ P \ I(A). In this case τ x i is performed after any element of A less than x i (if any) has been toggled out. If x i is a minimal element of P \ I(A) (i.e., x i ∈ Row A (A)), then τ x i adds x i to the antichain. If x i is not a minimal element of P \ I(A), then when it is time to toggle τ x i , some z ∈ Row A (A) with z < x i is in the antichain, so we cannot add
Example 2.25. For the poset of Example 2.5, with elements as named below, (a, b, c, d, e, f ) is a linear extension. We show the effect of applying τ f τ e τ d τ c τ b τ a to the antichain considered in Example 2.5. Notice that the outcome is the same antichain we obtained by the three step process, demonstrating Proposition 2.24.
2.5. Graded posets and gyration. Thus far, the posets for which rowmotion has been shown to exhibit nice behavior are graded, i.e., posets P with a well defined rank function rk : P → Z ≥0 satisfying
• rk(x) = 0 for any minimal element x,
• every maximal element x has rk(x) = r, where r is called the rank of P . In a graded poset P , elements of the same rank are pairwise incomparable. Thus we can define toggling by an entire rank at once (either order ideal or antichain toggling). This has already been well-studied for order ideal toggles [SW12, EP18] 2 . Definition 2.26. For a graded poset P , define
All of the rank toggles defined above are involutions because they are products of commuting involutions. The following is clear from Propositions 2.10 and 2.24. The Row J part is [SW12, Corollary 4.9], also found in [EP18] .
Corollary 2.27. For a graded poset P of rank r, Row J = t rk=0 t rk=1 t rk=2 · · · t rk=r and Row A = τ rk=r · · · τ rk=2 τ rk=1 τ rk=0 .
Example 2.28. In Figure 2 , we demonstrate both Row J (top) and Row A (bottom) in terms of the rank toggles. For applying t rk=i , we can insert or remove each element of rank i subject to Proposition 2.7. To apply τ rk=i , we remove each element of rank i that is in the antichain; otherwise we add the element if and only if it is incomparable with every element in the antichain. The poset elements toggled in the following step are shown in red.
The following is a basic corollary to Theorems 2.15 and 2.19.
Corollary 2.29. For a graded poset P , the following diagrams commute.
In a graded poset, we can state any t * e and τ * e in terms of τ e , t e , and rank toggles. Proposition 2.30. If rk(e) = i ≥ 1, then t * e = τ rk=i−1 τ e τ rk=i−1 and t * rk=i = τ rk=i−1 τ rk=i τ rk=i−1 . Proof. Let e 1 , . . . , e k , x 1 , . . . , x m be the elements of rank i − 1, where e 1 , . . . , e k are covered by e and x 1 , . . . , x m are not. Then x 1 , . . . , x m are each incomparable with each other, with e, and with e 1 , . . . , e k . Thus in the expression
each τ x j can be moved and canceled with the other one. Therefore, τ rk=i−1 τ e τ rk=i−1 = τ e 1 · · · τ e k τ e τ e 1 · · · τ e k = t * e . Now let y 1 , . . . , y h be the elements of rank i. Then
Proposition 2.31. If rk(e) = i, then τ * e = t rk=0 t rk=1 · · · t rk=i−1 t e t rk=i−1 · · · t rk=1 t rk=0 and τ * rk=i = t rk=0 t rk=1 · · · t rk=i−1 t rk=i t rk=i−1 · · · t rk=1 t rk=0 . Proof. Let (x 1 , . . . , x a ) be a linear extension of {x < e}. If y e, then y is not less than any of x 1 , . . . , x a . Thus, we have a linear extension of the form (x 1 , . . . , x a , y 1 , . . . , y b ) for {p ∈ P | rk(p)
e . Then the τ * rk=i expression follows easily from the above or from Lemma 2.21.
Given any graded poset P , Striker defines in [Str15, §6] an element of Tog J (P ) called gyration, which is conjugate to Row J . The name "gyration" is due to its connection with Wieland's map of the same name on alternating sign matrices [Wie00] .
Definition 2.32 ([Str15]
). Let P be a graded poset. Then order ideal gyration Gyr J : J (P ) → J (P ) is the map that applies the order ideal toggles for elements in even ranks first, then the odd ranks.
The order ideal rank toggles t rk=i , t rk=j commute when i and j have the same parity (or more generally when |i − j| = 1). This is because there are no cover relations between an element of rank i and one of rank j in this scenario. Therefore, the definition of Gyr J is well-defined. It does not matter the order in which elements of even rank are toggled, and similarly for odd rank.
We credit David Einstein and James Propp for the suggestion to define an analogue of gyration with antichain toggles instead, and for great assistance in its definition. Antichain rank toggles never commute with each other, so toggling "the even ranks" and "the odd ranks" are ambiguous unless we define an order for applying the toggles. We choose the following for the definition of antichain gyration.
Definition 2.33. Let P be a graded poset. Then antichain gyration Gyr A : A(P ) → A(P ) is the map that first applies the antichain toggles for odd ranks starting from the bottom of the poset up to the top, and then toggles the even ranks from the top of the poset down to the bottom.
For example, if P has rank 6, then Gyr A = τ rk=0 τ rk=2 τ rk=4 τ rk=6 τ rk=5 τ rk=3 τ rk=1 . We define Gyr A in this way so that the relation between Gyr J and Gyr A matches that of Row J and Row A , as in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.34. Let P be a graded poset. The following diagram commutes.
Figure 3. Top: An example of Gyr A . Bottom: An example of Gyr J . Together, they illustrate Theorem 2.34. In each step, we indicate elements whose toggles we apply next in red.
A(P )
See Figure 3 for an example illustrating Theorem 2.34.
Proof. If P has rank 2k, then Gyr J = t rk=1 t rk=3 · · · t rk=2k−1 ranks increase by 2 t rk=2k t rk=2k−2 · · · t rk=2 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 2 and Gyr A = τ rk=0 τ rk=2 · · · τ rk=2k−2 τ rk=2k ranks increase by 2
ranks decrease by 2
.
So for posets of even rank 2k, it suffices prove that
ranks increase by 2
ranks decrease by 2 = t rk=1 t rk=3 · · · t rk=2k−1 ranks increase by 2 t rk=2k · · · t rk=2 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 2 .
On the other hand, if P has rank 2k + 1, then
ranks increase by 2 t rk=2k t rk=2k−2 · · · t rk=2 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 2 and Gyr A = τ rk=0 τ rk=2 · · · τ rk=2k−2 τ rk=2k ranks increase by 2
ranks decrease by 2 .
Thus, for posets of odd rank 2k + 1, it suffices prove that 
Now for the induction hypothesis, we assume Eq. (4) for k − 1. That is, we assume
ranks increase by 2 = t rk=1 t rk=3 · · · t rk=2k−3 ranks increase by 2 t rk=2k−2 t rk=2k−3 · · · t rk=2 t rk=1 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 1
Then we multiply both sides on the right by τ * rk=2k , which is t rk=0 t rk=1 t rk=2 · · · t rk=2k−1 t rk=2k t rk=2k−1 · · · t rk=2 t rk=1 t rk=0 by Proposition 2.31. This gives us
ranks increase by 2 = t rk=1 t rk=3 · · · t rk=2k−3 ranks increase by 2 t rk=2k−2 t rk=2k−3 · · · t rk=2 t rk=1 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 1 t rk=0 t rk=1 t rk=2 · · · t rk=2k−3 t rk=2k−2 ranks increase by 1 t rk=2k−1 t rk=2k t rk=2k−1 t rk=2k−2 · · · t rk=2 t rk=1 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 1 = t rk=1 t rk=3 · · · t rk=2k−3 ranks increase by 2 t rk=2k−1 t rk=2k t rk=2k−1 t rk=2k−2 · · · t rk=2 t rk=1 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 1 = t rk=1 t rk=3 · · · t rk=2k−3 t rk=2k−1 ranks increase by 2 t rk=2k t rk=2k−1 t rk=2k−2 · · · t rk=2 t rk=1 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 1 which proves Eq. (4). We can prove the following by a method analogous to Eq. (4).
ranks decrease by 2 = t rk=0 t rk=1 t rk=2 · · · t rk=2k−1 ranks increase by 1 t rk=2k−2 t rk=2k−4 · · · t rk=2 t rk=0 ranks decrease by 2
By replacing k with k + 1 in Eq. (5), we obtain concluding the proof of Eq. (3) and the proof of the theorem.
Piecewise-linear generalization
We call the toggles and rowmotion maps on J (P ) and A(P ) combinatorial toggling and rowmotion as they are acting on combinatorial sets. Einstein and Propp [EP18] have generalized to piecewise-linear toggling and rowmotion, by constructing continuous maps that act on Stanley's "order polytope," an extension of J (P ) and F (P ) [Sta86] . In this section, we expand on this work and generalize the toggles τ e on antichains to another polytope of Stanley, called the "chain polytope" which extends antichains. For certain posets P in which cardinality is a homomesic statistic under Row A , this appears to extend to the piecewise-linear setting.
Many of the algebraic properties that hold in the combinatorial setting have also been proven for the piecewise-linear setting, and furthermore generalized to the birational setting [EP18, GR14, Rob16] . We will show that almost all that we proved for the relationship between toggles in Tog A (P ) and Tog J (P ) also extends to the piecewise-linear setting. We will not discuss birational toggling here except in the final two paragraphs, where we mention it as a possible direction for future research.
Poset polytopes.
Notation 3.1. For a set X and finite poset P , let X P denote the set of X-labelings of P , i.e., the set of functions f : P → X.
A subset S ⊆ P corresponds naturally to a {0, 1}-labeling f of P by letting f (x) = 1 if x ∈ S and f (x) = 0 if x ∈ S, as in the example below.
This labeling is called the indicator function of the subset. We consider a subset and its indicator function as two separate ways of writing the same object, so we will not distinguish the two. (1) Antichains of P are precisely the {0, 1}-labelings f of P such that for every chain
(2) Order ideals of P are precisely the {0, 1}-labelings f of P that are order-reversing, meaning that f (x) ≥ f (y) whenever x ≤ y. (3) Order filters of P are precisely the {0, 1}-labelings f of P that are order-preserving, meaning that f (x) ≤ f (y) whenever x ≤ y.
Proof.
(1) A subset S ⊆ P is an antichain if and only if S contains at most one element in any chain x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n ; for binary functions this is exactly the same condition as
(2) The condition that makes I ⊆ P an order ideal is that if x < y and y ∈ I, then x ∈ I. Consider a pair x, y ∈ P satisfying x ≤ y. If f (y) = 0, then automatically f (x) ≥ f (y). If f (y) = 1, then f (x) ≥ f (y) if and only if f (x) = 1, which is exactly the requirement to be an order ideal. (3) Analogous to (2).
We now generalize these from labelings in {0, 1} P to [0, 1] P . In [Sta86] , Stanley introduced two polytopes associated with a poset: the chain polytope and the order polytope. Stanley's "order polytope" is what we call the "order-preserving polytope." • The chain polytope of P , denoted C(P ), is the set of all labelings f ∈ [0, 1] P such
f (x i ) ≤ 1 for any chain x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n .
• The order-reversing polytope of P , denoted OR(P ), is the set of all orderreversing labelings f ∈ [0, 1] P .
• The order-preserving polytope of P , denoted OP (P ), is the set of all orderpreserving labelings f ∈ [0, 1] P .
By Proposition 3.2, A(P ) = C(P ) ∩ {0, 1} P , J (P ) = OR(P ) ∩ {0, 1} P , and F (P ) = OP (P ) ∩ {0, 1} P (the vertices of the respective polytopes [Sta86] ). Thus, anything we prove to be true on these polytopes is also true for the combinatorial sets A(P ), J (P ), and F (P ). What is more surprising, however, is that almost all of what we proved in Section 2 when working over A(P ), J (P ), and F (P ) can be extended to C(P ), OR(P ), and OP (P ) in a natural way.
As we will not use much polytope theory in this paper, knowledge of polytopes is not necessary to understand the rest of this paper. The reader may choose to think of C(P ), OR(P ), and OP (P ) simply as subsets of [0, 1] P .
3.2. The posetP . In order to work with OR(P ) and OP (P ), we create a new poset P = P ∪ m,M from any given poset P by adjoining a minimal elementm and maximal elementM . For any x, y ∈ P , x ≤ y inP if and only if x ≤ y in P . For any x ∈P , we let m ≤ x ≤M . When we make statements like "x ≤ y" or "x ⋗ y" or "x y," we need not clarify if we mean in P orP , since there is no ambiguity. If at least one of x or y ism orM , then we must meanP . On the other hand, if both x, y ∈ P , then those types of statements hold in P if and only if they hold inP . Note that a maximal or minimal element of P does not remain as such inP .
Example 3.4.
If P = thenP = .

M m
We will use dashed lines throughout the paper to denote the edges going tom andM, so that it will be clear if we mean P orP .
We extend every f ∈ OR(P ) to a labeling ofP by setting f (m) = 1 and f M = 0.
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We likewise extend every f ∈ OP (P ) to a labeling ofP by f (m) = 0 and f M = 1. Even though a constant labeling is both order-reversing and order-preserving, we only consider it to be in one of OR(P ) or OP (P ) at any time, and assign the appropriate labels tom and M accordingly. We do not extend elements of C(P ) toP . Working overP will allow us to state definitions and theorems without splitting them into several cases. For example, x ⋗m (resp. x ⋖M ) means that x is a minimal (resp. maximal) element of P . Also for x ∈ P , the sets y ∈P y ⋗ x and y ∈P y ⋖ x are always nonempty so a labeling f achieves maximum and minimum values on these sets.
3.3. Rowmotion on poset polytopes. In this subsection, we define rowmotion on C(P ), OR(P ), and OP (P ) as the composition of three maps in a way analogous to the rowmotion definitions in Section 2.
Definition 3.5. The complement of a labeling is given by comp :
Note that comp is an involution that takes elements in OR(P ) to ones in OP (P ) and vice versa. When restricted to {0, 1} P (which again we think of as subsets of P ), comp corresponds to the usual complementation operation, hence the name.
Proposition 3.6. There is a bijection OR : C(P ) → OR(P ) given by
with inverse given by
Also there is a bijection OP : C(P ) → OP (P ) given by
We omit the proof as it is straightforward to show that OR (resp. OP) sends elements of C(P ) to elements of OR(P ) (resp. OP (P )), that OR −1 (resp. OP −1 ) sends elements of OR(P ) (resp. OP (P )) to elements of C(P ), and that OR −1 and OP −1 are inverses of OR and OP. The map OP −1 is what Stanley calls the "transfer map" because it can be used to transfer properties from one of OP (P ) or C(P ) to the other [Sta86, §3] . Also OR is just OP but applied to the dual poset that reverses the '≥' and '≤' relations. Clearly if Q is the dual poset of P , then they have the same chains and antichains, so C(P ) = C(Q).
We can replace y ⋗ x with y > x in the definition of OR −1 , since it would produce the same result by the order-reversing property. Similarly, we can replace y ⋖x with y < x in the definition of OP −1 . Also any g ∈ C(x) has only nonnegative outputs. So in the OR and OP definitions, we can replace "x = y 1 ⋖ y 2 ⋖ · · · ⋖ y k ⋖M " and "m ⋖ y 1 ⋖ y 2 ⋖ · · · ⋖ y k = x" with "x = y 1 < y 2 < · · · < y k " and "y 1 < y 2 < · · · < y k = x" respectively since the maximum sum must occur on a chain that cannot be extended.
It is easy to see that OR and OP can be described recursively as well.
We call OR(g) and OP(g) the order-reversing and order-preserving labelings generated by the chain polytope element g. Proposition 3.7. If g ∈ A(P ), then OR(g) = I(g) and OP(g) = F(g).
Proof. Let g ∈ A(P ) and f = I(g). Then for x ∈ P , f (x) = 1 if and only if there exists y ≥ x such that g(y) = 1. Otherwise f (x) = 0. Since g is an antichain, it is a {0, 1}-labeling. Therefore, any chain
precisely when some g(y i ) = 1; otherwise the sum is 0. Such a chain exists precisely when some y ≥ x satisfies g(y) = 1. Thus, f = OR(g).
Proving that OP(g) = F(g) is analogous.
Since OR and OP are extensions of I and F to C(P ), OR(P ), and OP (P ), we can extend the definition of rowmotion to these polytopes by composing these similarly to the definitions of Row A , Row J , and Row F . In fact, Row A , Row J , and Row F are the restrictions of the following maps to A(P ), J (P ), and F (P ), respectively. Definition 3.8. Let Row C , Row OR , Row OP be defined by composing maps as follows.
Example 3.9. We demonstrate Row C and Row OR . We will focus primarily on Row C and Row OR since Row OP : OP (P ) → OP (P ) is equivalent to Row OR for the dual poset. Some literature focuses more on OP (P ) as order-preserving maps may seem more natural to work with, as in Stanley's order polytope definition. However, as OR(P ) generalizes order ideals, we will be consistent and focus on OR(P ).
As is clear by definition, there is a relation between Row C and Row OR depicted by the following commutative diagram. This relation can also be seen in Example 3.9, in which the order-reversing labeling we started with is the one generated by the element of C(P ) we started with.
Toggles on poset polytopes. Toggles on OR(P ) and OP (P ), referred to as piecewiselinear toggles, have been explored by Einstein and Propp [EP18] and by Grinberg and Roby [GR14] , who have taken the concept further and analyzed birational toggling also. In this section, we define toggles on the chain polytope C(P ). We prove that almost all of the algebraic properties from Section 2 relating toggles on A(P ) to those on J (P ) also hold for the piecewise-linear setting C(P ) and OR(P ).
Proposition 3.10. Let f ∈ OR(P ), e ∈ P , L = max y⋗e f (y), R = min y⋖e f (y), and
(1) If f ∈ OR(P ), then h ∈ OR(P ).
(2) If f ∈ J (P ), then h = t e (f ).
Recall that we can extend to the posetP when necessary. So if e is a maximal element of P , then L = f M = 0 and if e is a minimal element of P , then R = f (m) = 1.
Proof.
(1) Note that h(x) and f (x) can only differ if x = e, so h ∈ OR(P ) if and only if
Case 1: L = R. Then f (e) = L = R so h(e) = f (e) + f (e) − f (e) = f (e). If L = 1, then some y ⋗ e is in the order ideal f , so applying t e does not change f . If R = 0, then some y ⋖ e is not in the order ideal f , so likewise applying t e does not change f . So t e (f ) = h. Case 2: L = R. Then L = 0 and R = 1 so all elements covered by e are in f and no element that covers e is in f . So t e changes the label of e between 0 and 1. Since h(e) = 1 − f (e) = (t e (f ))(e), it follows that t e (f ) = h.
Definition 3.11. A maximal chain of P is a chain that cannot be extended into a longer chain, i.e., a chain that starts at a minimal element, uses only cover relations, and ends at a maximal element. Let MC e (P ) denote the set of all maximal chains (y 1 , . . . , y k ) in P that contain e as some y i . That is, MC e (P ) = (y 1 , . . . , y k ) m ⋖ y 1 ⋖ y 2 ⋖ · · · ⋖ y k ⋖M , e = y i for some i .
Proposition 3.12. Let g ∈ C(P ), e ∈ P , and
Proof.
(1) Let g ∈ C(P ). Since h(x) = g(x) unless x = e, we only need to confirm that h(e) ≥ 0 and that
g(y i ) ≤ 1 for all chains containing e, h(e) ≥ 0. Also for any (y 1 , . . . , y k ) ∈ MC e (P ),
So h ∈ C(P ). (2) Let g ∈ A(P ). If no y that is comparable with e (including e itself) is in g, then
g(y i ) (y 1 , . . . , y k ) ∈ MC e (P ) = 0. In this case, h(e) = 1 = (τ e (g))(e).
Otherwise, some y comparable with e (possibly e itself) is in the antichain g. Then e is not in τ e (g), either by removing e from g or by the inability to insert e into g. In this case, max k i=1 g(y i ) (y 1 , . . . , y k ) ∈ MC e (P ) = 1, so h(e) = 0 = (τ e (g))(e).
As we have just shown, we can extend our earlier definitions of t e : J (P ) → J (P ) and τ e : A(P ) → A(P ) to t e : OR(P ) → OR(P ) and τ e : C(P ) → C(P ) below in Definitions 3.13 and 3.15. While t e : OR(P ) → OR(P ) and τ e : C(P ) → C(P ) are now continuous and piecewise-linear functions, they correspond exactly to the earlier definitions when restricted to J (P ) and A(P ). So it is not ambiguous to use the same notation for the combinatorial and piecewise-linear toggles.
Definition 3.13 ([EP18]
). Given f ∈ OR(P ) and e ∈ P , let
This defines a map t e : OR(P ) → OR(P ) because of Proposition 3.10. The group Tog OR (P ) generated by {t e |e ∈ P } is called the toggle group of OR(P ).
Example 3.14. For the poset P with elements named as on the left, we consider f ∈ OR(P ). The dashed lines indicate f (m) and f M and their position withinP . Then (t E (f ))(E) = max(0.1, 0.1) + min(0.5, 0.7) − 0.4 = 0.2 and (t A (f ))(A) = max(0.5, 0.7) + 1 − 0.9 = 0.8. We do not define toggles form andM; the values f (m) and f M are fixed across all of OR(P ). We could generalize OR(P ) and OP (P ) and consider the order polytopes of [a, b]-labelings where the values f (m) and f M are set to any a < b. However these polytopes are just linear rescalings of OR(P ) and OP (P ). Furthermore, Einstein and Propp have extended these toggles from acting on order polytopes to acting on RP [EP18] .
Definition 3.15. Given g ∈ C(P ) and e ∈ P , let
This defines a map τ e : C(P ) → C(P ) because of Proposition 3.12. The group Tog C (P ) generated by {τ e | e ∈ P } is called the toggle group of C(P ).
Every chain in MC e (P ) can be split into segments below e, e itself, and above e, and we can take the maximum sum of g on each part. So an equivalent formula for (τ e (g))(e) is (9) (τ e (g))(e) = 1 − max
Also, note that since any g ∈ C(P ) has nonnegative labels, it would be equivalent in the definition of τ e to use the set of all chains of P through e, instead of the set MC e (P ) of maximal chains through e. We will use the definition with maximal chains for various reasons. For one, it gives us far fewer chains to worry about in computations, as in the following example.
Example 3.16. For the poset P with elements named as on the left, we consider g ∈ C(P ). Then summing the outputs of g along the maximal chains through F , we get the following. We now show that most of the algebraic properties of t e and τ e we proved for the combinatorial setting extend to the piecewise-linear setting.
Proposition 3.17.
(1) For x ∈ P , t x and τ x are involutions. Proof.
(1) We start with t x . Let f ∈ OR(P ). Then t x does not change the label for any vertex other than x, and
x (f ) = f . Now we consider τ x . Let g ∈ C(P ) and h = τ x (g). Again, τ x does not change the label for any vertex other than x so it suffices to show that (τ x (h))(x) = g(x). By Eq. (9),
Note we are able to replace h with g in the second equality above for expressions that do not include inputting x into g or h (the only input where g and h can differ).
(2) If x ⋖ y or y ⋖ x, then t x t y = t y t x when restricted to J (P ) by Proposition 2.8, so they are also unequal over the larger set OR(P ). If x = y, then t x t y = t x t x = t y t x . Now suppose neither x nor y covers the other. Only the label of x can be changed by t x and only the label of y can be changed by t y . For f ∈ OR(P ), the definition of (t x (f ))(x) only involves elements that cover x or are covered by x and similarly for y in (t y (f ))(y). Thus, the label of x has no effect on what t y does and the label of y has no effect on what t x does. So t x t y = t y t x . Figure 4. In this example of Theorem 3.19, the poset elements are named as in Example 3.14, so t *
. If x and y are comparable and unequal, then τ x τ y = τ y τ x when restricted to A(P ) by Proposition 2.13, so they are also unequal over the larger set C(P ). Now suppose x y. Only the label of x can be changed by τ x and only the label of y can be changed by τ y . No chain contains both x and y, so the label of x has no effect on what τ y does and the label of y has no effect on what τ x does. Thus, τ x τ y = τ y τ x .
Definition 3.18. For e ∈ P and S ⊆ P , we define t * e ∈ Tog C (P ), η S ∈ Tog OR (P ), η e ∈ Tog OR (P ), and τ * e ∈ Tog OR (P ) exactly as we defined them in Tog A (P ) and Tog J (P ).
• Let t * e := τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k τ e τ e 1 τ e 2 · · · τ e k where e 1 , . . . , e k are the elements of P covered by e.
• Let η S := t x 1 t x 2 · · · t x k where (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k ) is a linear extension of the subposet {x ∈ P | x < y, y ∈ S} of P .
• Let η e := η {e} .
• Let τ * e := η e t e η −1 e . The following is an analogue of Theorems 2.15 and 2.19.
Theorem 3.19. For any e ∈ P , the following diagrams commute. So there is an isomorphism from Tog C (P ) to Tog OR (P ) given by τ e → τ * e , and inverse t e → t * e .
C(P )
OR(P )
OR
See Figure 4 for an example demonstrating the first commutative diagram in this theorem.
Proof. We begin with the left commutative diagram. Let g ∈ C(P ). We must show that OR(t * e g) = t e (OR(g)).
Suppose e is a minimal element of P . Then t * e = τ e . By the definition of OR and minimality of e, (OR(τ e g))(x) = (OR(g))(x) for all x = e. Thus, (OR(τ e g))(x) = (t e (OR(g)))(x) for x = e, so we only have to check at x = e. Since e is minimal, (τ e g)(e) = 1 − (OR(g))(e) as can be seen from the definitions. By Eq. (7), (OR(τ e g))(e) = (τ e g)(e) + max y⋗e (OR(τ e g))(y)
= t e (OR(g)) (e).
Now assume e is not minimal in P . Let e 1 , . . . , e k be the elements that e covers. Let
The goal is to show that f ′′ = t e f . Note that g, g ′ , g ′′ can only possibly differ in the labels of e, e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k . From the definition of OR and the fact that t e can only change the label of e, it follows that t e f and f ′′ can only possibly differ in the labels of elements ≤ e. We begin by proving f ′′ (e) = (t e f )(e). From Eq. (9) and from the fact that e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k are pairwise incomparable so each chain can contain at most one of them, (τ e 1 · · · τ e k g)(e j ) = 1 − max
−f (e j ) by Eq. (7) (10)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Then to get g ′ (e), we apply the definition of τ e on τ e 1 · · · τ e k g, yielding
−f (e) by Eq. (7) = 1 − max
from Eq. (10) − f (e)
= min
Then using Eq. Now we will prove that f ′′ (x) = (t e f )(x) = f (x) for every x < e using downward induction on x. So we begin with the base case x ⋖ e. From Eq. (9),
from Eq. (10)
− max
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Note that the last equality is because f ′ (y) and f ′′ (y) only depend on g ′ (x) and g
Continuing,
= (t e f )(e j ).
Now let x < e and x ∈ {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k }. Assume that (t e f )(y) = f (y) = f ′′ (y) for every y covering x (which cannot include y = e since x ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e k }). Again using Eq. 7,
For the second equality above, recall that g(x) = g ′′ (x) because x = e, e 1 , . . . , e k . This concludes the proof of the left commutative diagram. The right commutative diagram is an analogue of Theorem 2.19. The proof of that theorem (as well as Lemma 2.21) only depended on algebraic properties of Tog A (P ) and Tog J (P ), namely that toggles are involutions, when toggles commute, and Theorem 2.15. We have proven analogues for these to Tog C (P ) and Tog OR (P ) in Proposition 3.17 and this theorem's first commutative diagram. Thus the proof of the second commutative diagram is the same as that of Theorem 2.19.
We will not prove the following piecewise-linear analogue of Proposition 2.10 here. The proof can be found in [EP18, §5] , in which piecewise-linear rowmotion is defined in terms of toggles and proven to be equivalent to the composition of three maps (our definition of Row OR ). The proof is actually at the birational level, which implies the piecewise-linear analogue by "tropicalization" of operations.
Theorem 3.20 ([EP18, §5]). Let (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be any linear extension of a finite poset P . Then Row OR = t x 1 t x 2 · · · t xn .
We use this to prove a similar expression about Row C that is analogous to Proposition 2.24.
Theorem 3.21. Let (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be any linear extension of a finite poset P . Then Row C = τ xn · · · τ x 2 τ x 1 .
Proof. The isomorphism from Tog C (P ) to Tog OR (P ) given by τ e → τ * e sends Row C to Row OR . This is from Theorem 3.19 and the commutative diagram at the end of Subsection 3.3. Therefore, it suffices to show that τ *
= Row OR = t x 1 t x 2 · · · t xn . We will use induction to prove that τ *
For the base case, τ * x 1 = t x 1 since x 1 is a minimal element of P . For the induction hypothesis, let 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and assume that τ * Let (y 1 , . . . , y k ′ ) be a linear extension of the subposet {y < x k+1 } of P . Then since (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a linear extension of P , all of y 1 , . . . , y k ′ must be in {x 1 , . . . , x k }. Furthermore, any element less than one of y 1 , . . . , y k ′ must be less than x k+1 so none of the elements of {x 1 , . . . , x k } outside of {y 1 , . . . , y k ′ } are less than any of y 1 , . . . , y k ′ . Therefore, we can name these elements in such a way that (y 1 , . . . , y k ′ , y k ′ +1 , . . . , y k ) is a linear extension of {x 1 , . . . , x k }. We remind the reader of Remark 2.17: any two linear extensions of a poset differ by a sequence of swaps between adjacent incomparable elements [Eti84] . Toggles of incomparable elements commute so t
In the fourth equality above, we could move t x k+1 to the right of t y k ′ +1 · · · t y k because x k+1 is incomparable with each of y k ′ +1 , . . . , y k . This is because none of these are less than x k+1 by design nor greater than x k+1 by position within the linear extension (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of P .
By induction, we have τ *
All of Subsection 2.5 about graded posets also extends to the piecewise-linear toggling (with A, J , and I replaced with C, OR, and OR respectively) because those results all used algebraic properties that we have proven also hold for the piecewise-linear toggles. In Figure 5 , we demonstrate Row C and Row OR in terms of toggles, but we toggle by ranks since this is a graded poset (like in Corollary 2.27). 3.5. Toggling the chain polytope of a zigzag poset.
In [JR18] , Roby and the author analyze toggling within the set of independent sets of a path graph. The set of independent sets of a path graph with n elements can easily be seen to be the same as the set of antichains of zigzag poset with n elements. . The zigzag poset (or fence poset) with n elements, denoted Z n , is the poset consisting of elements a 1 , ..., a n and relations a 2i−1 < a 2i and a 2i+1 < a 2i . 
The main results in [JR18] pertain to the homomesy phenomenon. First isolated by Propp and Roby in [PR15] , this phenomenon has proven to be quite widespread in combinatorial dynamical systems consisting of a set and invertible action.
Definition 3.23 ([PR15]
). Suppose we have a set S, an invertible map w : S → S such that every w-orbit is finite, and a function ("statistic") f : S → K, where K is a field of characteristic 0. Then we say the statistic f is homomesic with average c (or c-mesic for short) under the action of w on S if there exists a constant c ∈ K such that for every
In the case, we can also say the triple (S, w, f ) exhibits homomesy with average c.
Below we restate [JR18, Cor. 2.31] in terms of antichains of Z n .
Theorem 3.24. Consider the zigzag poset Z n . Let w be a product of each of the antichain toggles τ a 1 , . . . , τ an each used exactly once in some order (called a Coxeter element), and consider the action of w on A(Z n ). Let I j : A(Z n ) → {0, 1} denote the indicator function of a j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
• The statistic I j − I n+1−j is 0-mesic for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
• The statistics 2I 1 + I 2 and I n−1 + 2I n are both 1-mesic.
Example 3.25. On Z 6 , let ϕ = τ a 6 τ a 5 τ a 4 τ a 3 τ a 2 τ a 1 ∈ Tog A (Z 6 ) be the composition that toggles each element from left to right. In Figure 6 , the three ϕ-orbits are shown. According to Theorem 3.24(2), the statistic 2I 1 + I 2 is 1-mesic under the action of ϕ. That is, 2I 1 + I 2 has average 1 across every orbit. We can verify this by computing the averages 2(1) + 1 3 = 1, 2(3) + 1 7 = 1, 2(4) + 3 11 = 1. Also, Theorem 3.24(1) says that χ 2 − χ 5 has average 0 across every orbit, which we can also verify 1 − 1 3 = 0, 1 − 1 7 = 0, 3 − 3 11 = 0.
As one may expect, some results for antichain toggling continue to hold for chain polytope toggling, and some results do not. The example in Figure 7 proves as a counterexample for Theorem 3.24(1), e.g. the average of h → h(3) − h(6) across this orbit is Figure 6. For the action ϕ = τ a 6 τ a 5 τ a 4 τ a 3 τ a 2 τ a 1 ∈ Tog A (Z 6 ), there are three orbits. The orbits have size 3, 7, and 11, so ϕ 3 (A) = A, ϕ 7 (B) = B, and ϕ 11 (C) = C. All statistics in Theorem 3.24 can be verified to be homomesic for this particular action ϕ on Z 6 . See Example 3.25.
There is an issue with this notion, however. By toggling within the finite set A(P ) of a poset, all orbits are guaranteed to finite. The chain polytope, on the other hand, is infinite, so there is no guarantee that orbits have finite order. It is believed that for n ≥ 6, there are infinite orbits under a Coxeter element. 4 The original definition of homomesy requires orbits to be finite. Nonetheless, we can generalize to orbits that need not be finite where the average value of the statistic f , as w is iterated N times, approaches a constant c. This asymptotic generalization, first considered by Propp and Roby, has been used by Vorland for actions on order ideals of infinite posets. 4 Using results in [GR14] , one can prove that birational rowmotion on Z n has finite order for n ≤ 5. This implies Row OR has finite order, and therefore Row C = OR −1 • Row OR •OR does too. However, for n = 7, birational rowmotion has infinite order [GR14, §20], so Row OR may have infinite order. All Coxeter elements in Tog A (P ) are conjugate using [SW12, Lemma 5.1], so the order of toggling does not affect the order. David Einstein and James Propp have made progress in proving infinite order for Row OR for Z n with n ≥ 6, though details are still being worked out. . An example orbit under the action ϕ = τ a 8 τ a 7 τ a 6 τ a 5 τ a 4 τ a 3 τ a 2 τ a 1 ∈ Tog C (Z 6 ) on the chain polytope of Z 8 . This orbit has size 20, so ϕ 20 (g) = g. This shows that Theorem 3.24(1) fails for the chain polytope toggles.
Below is a generalization of Theorem 3.24(2) to C(Z n ). Despite the numerous homomesy results for finite sets, this result is notable as one of the few known instances of asymptotic homomesy for orbits that are probably not always finite.
Theorem 3.27. Let n ≥ 2, and τ a 1 , · · · , τ an be chain polytope toggles in C(Z n ).
• Let w ∈ Tog C (Z n ) be a composition of toggles in which τ a 1 appears exactly once, τ a 2 at most once, and other toggles can appear any number of times (possibly none). Then the statistic g → 2g(1) + g(2) is asymptotically 1-mesic under the action of w on C(Z n ).
• Let w ∈ Tog C (Z n ) be a composition of toggles in which τ an appears exactly once, τ a n−1 at most once, and other toggles can appear any number of times (possibly none). Then the statistic g → g(n − 1) + 2g(n) is 1-mesic under the action of w on C(Z n ).
Proof. We only prove (1) as the proof of (2) is analogous. Let w be as in the theorem. Let g 0 ∈ C(Z n ) and define g i := w i (g 0 ). Notice that a 1 ⋖ a 2 is the only maximal chain containing a 1 . So, for any g ∈ C ( Z n ), (12) (τ a 1 g)(a 1 ) = 1 − g(a 1 ) − g(a 2 ).
There are two cases. Case 1: The toggle τ a 2 is performed either after τ a 1 or not at all while applying w. Then, when applying w to g i , the labels of a 1 and a 2 are unchanged with the toggle τ a 1 is applied. Thus, by Equation 12, (τ a 1 g i )(a 1 ) = 1 − g i (a 1 ) − g i (a 2 ). Since a 1 is only toggled once in w, we have (13) g i+1 (a 1 ) = 1 − g i (a 1 ) − g i (a 2 ).
Using this formula is the third equality below, The limit calculation follows from the Squeeze Theorem since g N (a 1 ) is between 0 and 1 for all N by the chain polytope's definition. Case 2: The toggle τ a 2 is performed before τ a 1 while applying w. Then, recall that τ a 2 only appears once in w. So the label of a 2 after applying τ a 2 to g i is g i+1 (a 2 ). Then using Equation 12, (τ a 1 g i )(a 1 ) = 1 − g i (a 1 ) − g i+1 (a 2 ). Since a 1 is only toggled once in w, we have (14) g i+1 (a 1 ) = 1 − g i (a 1 ) − g i+1 (a 2 ).
Using this (with i − 1 in place of i) in the third equality below, 
Future directions
As mentioned before, Einstein and Propp (and others) have generalized the piecewiselinear toggles t e further to the birational setting, an idea they credit to Kirillov and Berenstein [KB95] . In that generalization, the poset labels are elements of a semifield (e.g. R + ), and in the definition of toggling, 0, addition, subtraction, max, and min are respectively replaced with 1, multiplication, division, addition, and a "parallel summation." Any result that holds true using the semifield axioms (so no use of subtraction nor additive inverses) holds for the piecewise-linear toggling by working over the tropical semiring discussed in [Sim88] . This gives a fruitful technique for proving results about piecewise-linear toggling or even just combinatorial toggling. The author believes that the toggles τ e we have defined for C(P ) can similarly be generalized to the birational setting. This will likely prove useful in studying τ e on C(P ) or A(P ) and is a direction for future research.
Also worth noting is that many of the results proved here are at the purely group-theoretic level. For example, the proofs of Theorem 2.19, Lemma 2.21, and every result in Subsection 2.5 only rely on the algebraic properties proven previously. They use the properties that toggles are involutions, conditions for commutativity of toggles, and the homomorphism from Tog J (P ) to Tog A (P ) (proven later to be an isomorphism) given by t e → t * e of Theorem 2.15. Due to this, the piecewise-linear analogues extend automatically after proving analogues of these algebraic conditions. So one could abstract from Tog A (P ) to a generic group G generated by involutions {γ e |e ∈ P } with relation γ x , γ y that commute if x and y are incomparable (so γ e mimics τ e ). If one defines h e := γ e 1 · · · γ e k γ e γ e 1 · · · γ e k for e 1 , . . . , e k the elements e covers (so h e mimics t * e ) and adds relations in G that h x and h y commute when neither x nor y covers the other, then in G one automatically obtains analogues of several results discussed here. Exploring this generalization may prove useful, and it may even be possible that this idea could be naturally extended from posets to a larger class of objects (such as directed graphs which generalize Hasse diagrams).
